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Women, minorities face prejudice in academia
In January 2005, Larry Summers, then president of
Harvard University, gave a presentation at the Conference
on Diversifying the Science & Engineering Workforce
sponsored by the National Bureau of Economic Research.
Although he read out of notes and not from a prepared
statement, according to some of the people attending
his presentation he mentioned that one hypothesis that
could explain the higher proportion of males in science
and engineering fields was the “intrinsic aptitude” difference between genders.
Although some claim that Summers’ comments were
taken out of context, many observers think that such
statements cost him his job at Harvard the following
year, and ultimately the job of treasury secretary in the
Obama administration. But regardless of the accuracy of
what Summers meant, his comments created a great deal
of controversy. So let’s look at the facts.
It is well known that women are underrepresented in
many academic disciplines, particularly in areas such
as physics, computer science and engineering. Only 20
percent of Ph.D.s in engineering are women despite
the fact that women represent nearly 60 percent of all
doctoral students. Summers’ comments on the lack of
women’s success in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM) came on the heals of a study
released the previous year that reported that out of the
32 tenure offers made by the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
at Harvard, only four went to women.
The basic question still remains. Why this disparity?
In the January issue of the prestigious journal “Science,”
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a group of researchers published a paper that had as its
first author Sarah-Jane Leslie of Princeton University
on the gender imbalance in STEM fields. According to
Leslie, the imbalance is due to the fact that the practitioners in certain fields “…believe that raw, innate talent
is the main requirement for success.” Women, she wrote,
are stereotyped as not possessing such talent. She added
that this hypothesis also extends to African Americans’
underrepresentation in STEM disciplines.
The authors based their conclusions on a nationwide
survey of more than 1,800 faculty members, postdoctoral
and graduate students. Essentially these researchers did
not find any statistically significant difference in success
between genders based on the number of hours worked,
or any evidence that men were more “brilliant” than
women in any field.
It all comes down to stereotypes that make women
and African Americans seem less suited for certain disciplines than their male and white counterparts.
“Academics who wish to diversify their fields might
want to downplay talk of innate intellectual giftedness
and instead highlight the importance of sustained effort
for top-level success in their field,” the study’s authors
concluded. “We expect that such easily implementable
changes would enhance the diversity of many academic

MacArthur Foundation
awards go to 9 nonprofits
CHICAGO (AP) — An Illinois
prison watchdog group and a
Montana organization that tracks
campaign contributions in 50 states
are among the nine winners of the
2015 MacArthur Foundation grants
to nonprofit groups.
The John Howard Association of
Illinois and eight other nonprofits
are receiving the MacArthur Award
for Creative & Effective Institutions
grants ranging from $350,000 to $1
million, the Chicago-based foundation announced Thursday.
The awards have been given since
2006 by the same group that bestows
$625,000 no-strings-attached "genius
grants" to individuals. They are
aimed at organizations that previously have received help from the
MacArthur Foundation, which does
not seek or accept nominations for
the awards.
The John Howard Association
regularly inspects all Illinois adult
and juvenile prison facilities, making policy recommendations to drive
reform. One of its reports prompted
an audit of the prison health care
system. Reports on a youth facility in
Kewanee, Illinois, have exposed the
state's practice of concentrating the
most troubled youth in an institution
with inadequate treatment staff.
"I remember a visit where I met a

particularly young boy who wanted very much to speak to us," said
Jenny Vollen-Katz of John Howard
Association. "This child of 13 or 14
was crying to us about missing his
mother and grandmother. He had
started to deteriorate in terms of his
mental health." The visit was one
of many that caused the group to
urge county courts to stop committing boys with severe mental health
needs to the Kewanee facility.
The association plans to use its
$500,000 grant for communications,
public outreach and volunteer coordination.
In Helena, Montana, a group
called the National Institute on
Money in State Politics, tracks campaign contributions in 50 states on
its FollowTheMoney.org website.
The group plans to use its $1 million MacArthur award to increase its
reserves and rebuild its technology
infrastructure.
"It was a lump-in-the-throat
moment" to hear about the award,
said Edwin Bender, the group's executive director. The group is launching an online tool next week to promote taxpayer understanding of how
interest groups influence state legislation. "The Internet is changing the
world," Bender said. "Why shouldn't
it help create a better democracy?"

CHARGES
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They found more than 10 grams of marijuana on top of a mini
refrigerator in the bedroom, according to a return filed with the search
warrant.
The investigation and arrest were conducted by the Metropolitan
Enforcement Group of Southwestern Illinois.
Charges were issued by the Madison County State’s Attorney’s office.
Smith’s bond was set at $50,000. He was released from custody after
posting $5,000 bond.
He faces a first appearance on Feb. 11 at the Madison County
Criminal Justice Center in front of Circuit Judge Richard Tognarelli.

fields.”
This is a very interesting recommendation given that
academia has been consistently accused of overplaying
political correctness when it comes to talk of diversity
and equality. Yet, this study shows that despite such talk
stereotypes and biases still play a major role in the hiring
of women and African Americans in STEM fields.
Although not mentioned in the study, there is also a
major issue of pay inequality. It is hard to understand
why faculty members in the same institutions of higher
education, who essentially do the same work when it
comes to teaching, scholarship and service, and who
have to pass the same high bar in order to attain tenure,
are being paid differently based upon their gender.
A recent study by the American Association of
University Professors surveyed the salaries of faculty
members in 1,156 postsecondary institutions. Almost
all of them reported paying females less than males by
about a margin of 10 percent. This disparity is particularly evident for the upper echelon of academia – full
professors. And among the ranks of full professor, only
23 percent are women.
As these data clearly show, there is no question that
institutions of higher education need to be more proactive in promoting both opportunities and equity for both
women and minorities in their ranks. To be successful,
those undertakings must be initiated by the leadership
of those institutions.
A 2012 report published by the American Council
on Education not only showed that the percentage of
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Lawmakers, Rauner try to fix budget gaps
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — A
day after outlining an ambitious
agenda for his first year in office,
Illinois Gov. Bruce Rauner Thursday
was confronted with a state budget
that is millions of dollars short for
programs such as subsidized day
care that are rapidly running out of
money.
Lawmakers held a hearing to
discuss additional funding for the
state's subsidized day care program, which needs roughly $300
million more to continue helping
low-income parents through June.
The Department of Corrections and
Revenue Department also are running low on funds, as is the account
used to pay court reporters.
Representatives from the governor's office said Rauner wants lawmakers to grant him wider authority than he currently has to maintain underfunded portions of the
budget by reallocating money from
other areas that aren't "critical priorities." Rauner's budget director Tim
Nuding said the governor's office
wanted the flexibility to address
all problems in the current year's
budget.
"We don't have the ... authority to
spend another dime until the legislature gives us the authority to do
it," Nuding said.
Negotiations on the subject
are ongoing between Rauner,
a Republican, and leaders of the
Democratic legislative majorities,
and all sides involved have so far
declined to disclose details.
The idea is proving unpopular with some members of the
Democratic-run General Assembly,
who are concerned about which
areas Rauner might cut to reallocate funding elsewhere. They're also
accusing the Winnetka Republican
of using some programs, such as
subsidized day care, as pawns as he
tries to pressure Democrats to give
him the broader authority he wants.
Rauner has pledged to manage the
state's budget crisis without raising
taxes.
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Illinois Budget Director Tim Nuding listens to lawmakers while testifying during a Senate committee hearing at the Illinois State Capitol Thursday, Feb. 5, 2015, in Springfield, Ill. After outlining an ambitious agenda for his first year in office, Illinois Gov. Bruce Rauner faces some of
the state's most pressing issues, including a shortage in funding for state subsidized day care
programs.
The day care crisis is the most
pressing issue as a result of the $35.7
billion budget lawmakers passed
last spring.
The plan didn't allocate enough
money to pay for expenses while
a debate on whether to extend the
state's income tax increase was
pushed off. Heeding Rauner's
request not to address any "substantive" issues until his inauguration in
January, lawmakers didn't address

the issue in their fall veto session,
and the tax increase rolled back Jan.
1. A roughly $2 billion revenue gap
is expected by the end of the fiscal
year in June.
Illinois Department of Human
Services officials, in a letter to parents and day care providers last
week, warned that state funding has
run out for the fiscal year and only
federal funding remains.
The letter noted that "payment
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“We thought we ought to get together and do things
for others,” Voss said. “God gave all of us talents. The
main thing is to use it and help others when you do.”
The women buy their supplies from various stores.
They sometimes receive donations of money or supplies.
“Sometimes when there is a death in the congregation,
the family will bring us yarn that the person collected,”
said Voss. She also said they had a quilt donated for a
raffle. They also hold a mini bazaar once a year around
Thanksgiving.
Although the group never seeks donations for their
projects, sometimes the recipient of a prayer shawl or
blanket will include a donation with a thank you note.
“We don’t ask for donations, but sometimes we get
them,” Small said.
Voss said the group started out making prayer shawls
and branched out from there. “As we make the shawl,
we pray for the person who will receive it,” she said. “We
pass it around so everyone offers prayers.”
“It tells people that someone cares enough to give
them something to keep them warm,” Small said. The
group still makes the prayer shawls and other projects
that people request, such as a blanket or shawl for a
member of the congregation. “If people ask us to do
something special, we do,” she said.
After the group started, “we found out from Children’s
Hospital that they needed baby hats,” Voss said. The
hospital requested regular newborn size and smaller for
premature babies.
Since the group began donating to Children’s, the hospital has made some special requests of the group.
Jean Vance was recently working on a sewing machine,
stitching covers for masks worn in the hospital.
She explained that the elastic on the masks was hurting the children who had to wear them, so the hospital
asked the group what they could do.
Vance was making elastic bands covered with a soft

college presidents who are women or minorities was
well below the percentage of those groups in the general
population, but also that those numbers are decreasing
(even in minority serving institutions) despite the fact
that there is no question that there are more and more
females and members of ethnic groups who are prepared
to take positions of leadership.
When those statistics were presented at a conference
that I attended, an African-American woman colleague
of mine who was a provost and wished to become a
college president said to me with evident dismay, “I am
doomed.”
Since the ultimate decision for hiring those leaders
rests with the governing boards of those institutions, one
wonders if they are aware or even care about all these
inequalities in higher education.
I recently did an informal survey of ads for
presidents/chancellors at American colleges and universities published in the last two years in “The Chronicle of
Higher Education,” the trade publication for academics.
I found that about 10 percent of those ads did not even
mention the word “diversity” as part of their values in
their prospectus. And, unfortunately, one has to wonder
how many of those that mentioned the desire for diversity really meant it.
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Jean Vance uses a sewing machine to work on projects for Children’s Hospital. Blankets and hats
ready to donate are on the table next to her.
flannel fabric in a variety of prints.
The hospital has a program called Beads of Courage.
As children go through various procedures, they receive
beads as a reward.
The hospital asked the group if they could make bags

that the children could keep their beads in. “I made marble bags for my kids when they were little, and they were
like those,” Small said.
The group is currently working on some other special
requests from Children’s Hospital. “They want us to

delays will get progressively longer"
as time goes on.
"I am going from working three
or four jobs to possibly being
homeless," single mother Chandra
Ankoor tearfully told a panel
Thursday, describing what might
happen to her family if state funding for her children's day care fees
was eliminated. "I'm asking you to
figure it out and find the funding.
Because I figure it out every day."

make pillows that will help patients keep their head still
for some procedures,” Small said.
Some of the blankets are tied fleece blankets and some
are fleece with a crochet edge. Between July, 2013, and
July, 2014, the group donated 760 hats and 88 crochet
blankets.
Carol Bridges started coming to the group after Voss
invited her. “Teri and I went to school together,” she said.
“I was talking to her and told her I learned a new thing
called cro-knit that combines crochet and knitting and
she asked me to come and give a lesson. Then I started
coming on a regular basis.”
Bridges said she enjoys the fellowship of the group.
“It’s nice to make things and know you’re helping someone,” she said. “Especially the little baby that’s going to
get this blanket I’m working on.”
Sally Weakley said she has been coming for about a
year.
She is a member of the church and was urged by the
women in the group to come.
She said she worried she did not have the sewing
skills that some others had, but began making flannel
knot blankets. “I can tie knots,” she said, “so I can
help.”
Jan Turnveaugh has been coming since the beginning,
she said. “It gets me out of the house and I enjoy the
fellowship,” she said. When the group made pillowcase
dresses for Haiti, Turnveaugh used her embroidery skills
to embellish the dresses. “They were beautiful,” Small
said.
The women also enjoy lunch together. They break in
the middle of their get-together to share lunch. “If the
church has an event, they save the leftovers for us,”
Small said. Otherwise, they all bring something to share.
Regina Johnson has been coming for about two years,
she said. “Teri asked me to come and asked me to come
and I finally said yes.”
In addition to fellowship and the opportunity to do
good for others, several in the group talked about how
much they had learned from each other. “These ladies
know so much and are so good,” said Johnson.
The group meets every Monday at the church from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. All are welcome. “To join, just show up
and bring a lunch,” said Small.

